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 This week we are tasked to write a review about somebody else’s student choice project. I 

chose to review the BOXVR game reviewed by Zain Zahran. BOXVR is a virtual reality game 

created by FitVR and is available on steam. The game can be played on multiple VR platforms 

including Valve Index, HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and Windows Mixed reality. The purpose of 

BOXVR is to give the player a fun way to have a workout. It the gameplay is very similar to beat 

saber and the main difference being that instead of hacking and slashing you are punching. I really 

like how in the game it forces you to do different types of punches like hooks and uppercuts just 

like how a real boxer would train. It also makes you move side to side, up and down like your 

trying to dodge punches. The game looks really enjoyable and can be a very effective workout tool. 

I don’t see this being a good tool for actually training boxer though. There are many elements that 

the game is lacking in terms of a real fight and real training session. You have no risk of getting 

hurt and that is one of the most important elements when training how to fight in general. BOXVR 

does a very good job at what it’s supposed to do and that is make working out fun. Some things 

that I think would be really cool if they added is so type of enemy to face. The enemy would throw 

out punches that you would have to dodge or punch back to cancel out. Like the punching cues 

could come from an AI along with matching the song. I’m sure it has already been done but being 

able to mod or add your own songs into the game to play would be cool as well. You could also 

have a mode where you face off against people online for the best score and you could get power 



ups to mess up your opponent similar to how guitar hero’s versus mode works. You could have 

more notes pop up or you could have the notes flash in and out to make it harder. I love playing 

beat saber and would definitely try this game out, but just having someone else there and making 

it a competition would just fuel me to workout more and harder. I think it would be a great addition 

to the game and make it a lot more fun. Overall, BOXVR is an amazing workout tool and game, 

but not great as a boxing training game. I give it an 8/10.  


